BACK COUNTRY CONTRIBUTORS

Idaho Division of Aeronautics
AOPA/Air Safety Institute
Montana Pilots Association
Utah Back Country Pilots
Social Influencers – Trent Palmer
STOL Drag – Kevin Quinn
Canyon Flying
Recreational Aviation Foundation
Idaho Aviation Association

ETIQUETTE LEADS TO ACCESS AND LACK THERE OF LEADS TO PROHIBITIONS
We enjoy the privilege and freedom of backcountry flying, and with it comes our responsibility to care for the environment, property, and community that make it possible. But we must also make every effort to create positive perceptions of general aviation backcountry flying by being safe and considerate.
ETIQUETTE

In the Air

1) Flight Groups – Size, Freq, Lead, Spacing
2) Altitude – Flights or Solo
3) Positioning
4) Attitude
On the Radio

Positioning Report WWAD
1) Who
2) Where
3) Altitude
4) Direction

Blah Blah Blah Blah
ETIQUETTE

On the Ground
ETIQUETTE PROMOTES STEWARDSHIP

Being Stewards of the Land

1) Creates a healthy environment
2) Foster care of our resources
3) Minimally Impact physical locations
4) Invites peripheral behaviors
STEWARDSHIP

Areas of Impact
Remote Wilderness
Improved Campgrounds
Your Airport Community
Remote Wilderness
Marble Creek
Hoodoo Meadows
…and who knows what could be our next falcon to capture
Help foster and manage the growth with proper land stewardship and community etiquette.

Educate pilots to be caretakers of our precious environment.

Support the agencies that work hard to insure public access and protection.

Bring understanding to General Aviation how important behaviors affect our access.

Participate in local communities to support aviations contributions economically and socially.

Be safe partners and participants while enjoying the back country wilderness.
Join now and support what matters when it comes to aviation access in Idaho!